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As light nights and warmer
days inspire LMC members,
there’s action on the slopes,
trails and tracks. Ski touring,
mountain biking and
climbing – and it’s not just
for the boys!

spring scintilLation
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Compass point
ACTION plan
THOUGHTS AND PRAYERS

Our best wishes are sent to Tim Woods who is recovering
after a fall at Edgerton. The climbing accident resulted in
five broken vertebrae. Tim said: “I left Bolton Hospital on
Friday 29th May. I can now walk outside for 2 Km with a
brace outside and go up and down stairs . Thankfully the
brace comes off at night ! I should like to thank all of those
who assisted immediately after the fall and kept me in the
one place until the arrival of expert help. This “non-action”
earned the praise of the A&E consultant at Royal Bolton
Hospital. I should also like to thank the member of Bolton
Fell and Mountain Rescue who was walking his dog in the
quarry on the evening of my fall. His actions certainly
provided a quick and efficient casualty evacuation from
the quarry. Thanks to all of you who wished me well,visited
me whilst in hospital and lent me books!”

NEW MEMBER - BABY LUCAS

Congratulations from everyone at the LMC to grandma
Julie as we celebrate the new arrival of Lucas Harrold. The
bouncing youngster came in at 5lbs 4oz - another climber
in the future for sure.
THE 200 CLUB
A CELEBRATORY prize fund of more than £140 was up for
grabs at the Wasdale meet to celebrate the 200 club.
More than 40 members have now signed up to the
‘lottery’ with Dave Medcalfe snaffling the boosted
jackpot. The 200 club offers the chance to enter a
monthly draw, with a guaranteed winner every month. The
member (or family/friend member) chooses to pay £5 per
month by regular standing order payment and is allocated
a number. They keep this number and their number is
entered into each monthly draw, as long as the standing
order remains valid. Of course, more than one monthly
‘chance’ can be purchased, with a different number
allocated for each £5 payment. So it’s a great
opportunity to buy ‘chances’ for each member of
your family or buy several ‘chances’ for yourself ...
someone wins each month and it could be you! The
draw also helps the Club with fundraising, with
proceeds each month split between LMC Club
fundraising, currently focused on the Beddgelert hut,
and the winner. The winner receives a cheque for
30% of the month’s proceeds and 70% is retained in
Club funds. Each monthly draw will take place with at
least one LMC Committee member and two other
LMC members present, and the winner’s name will
be displayed on the LMC website each month.

FUNDRAISING SWELLING COFFERS

A big thanks to all those fundraising efforts. The auction
held at the Black Dog raised £400 while Claire Mclellan
has made around £500 from the club clothing.A raffle
courtesy of Mark and Janette’s magnum of wine raised
aprox £65 at the Wasdale meet (congrats to winner Josie).

BEDDGELERT UPDATE

The team are awaiting an update cost but the senior
planing officer is sticking to his guns when it comes to the
maximum height restriction for the roof. The committee is
hoping to hold a meeting with the architect and planning
officer to move plans forward.

ANDY BOND CONTACTS

I have new contact details: my mobile no. has changed to
07967 585156 . E-mail address remains unchanged at
bond223@btinternet.com.Please don’t use the bury.gov.uk
e-mail. Home phone is 0161 763 6958.
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By Pete and Jenni Corr
Orienteering Meet 26 April 2009
Yet again sunny weather was organized to greet the 20
intrepid orienteers to Tockholes Woods.
A 6 km course through the woods with well concealed
controls managed to catch out a few but not the newly
weds, Jason and Joanne, who were eager to get back
to married life. They flew round the course and found
all the controls despite Julie and Vicky claiming they
weren’t there! ( I think it was a case of too much talking
and not enough looking!) Bernard and Josie ambled
round (the wrong way) taking in the scenery but not as
slowly as Will, Bev and their dog! The youngest competitor Nathan and a visitor for the day, went round
the shorter course (3.5k) in just over an hour (but he
did have a little help from his mum and dad). A future
marathon runner no doubt.
Everyone then discussed the course over drinks and
cakes, Chris Walker made a timely visit - too late to run
but in time for the drinks and visit to the pub next to
the start (good planning!) afterwards where most met
to continue discussions before a few went on to the
Blackburn match (which they duly won)
What a perfect end to an enjoyable day.
Thanks to everyone for turning up - see you next year.
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April 19

John managed many punctures durA BEAUTIFUL day. Just the day to take ing this time owing to a persistent
brilliant photos and enjoy a bike ride thorn. From Birkwith we cycled to
Ottershaw via Cam Houses. It was an
in the Ribble valley. Nine members,
exciting, long descent managing to
Iain, Claire, Bernard, Josie, Robert,
avoid the motorcyclists coming in the
Richard, John, Kat, Jason and Sarah
opposite direction. The road through
were on bikes and Joanne went for
to High Greenfield was really pretty
a walk with the dog. Iain selected an
itinerary that would appeal to most in with daffodils still in bloom along the
that we had a combination of off and wayside. Returning to Horton a beer
in the Crown was a very satisfying
on road. Start time was at 10am in
end to an excellent day. Thanks Iain
the car park at Horton from there we
cycled along and up to Birkwith moor. for organising it.

PLANNING
PERMISSION HAS
BEEN GRANTED TO
CONVERT THE BYRE
AT THE LOFT!
THE COMMITTEE IS DELIGHTED
TO REPORT THAT WE WILL BE
ABLE TO PUT OUR THINKING
CAPS ON AS TO HOW BEST
TO USE THE SPACE FOR
ALL MEMBERS AND
GUESTS!
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Riding high
at Roddlesworth

By Jim Cunningham
The day dawned dark and
stormy. Only five people completed the arduous trip to
Witton Park, Blackburn, for the
start of an epic journey. First
we wound our way up through
the steep woods, with rain,
wind and deep mud attempting to thwart our ascent of
the Yellow Hills. The views of
Blackburn and Darwen from
the top were magnificent! Then
a good track to Pleasington,
followed by Tarmac to Abbey
Village. Here we met about 300
hardy souls about to undertake
a 10 km run. We set off on the
track through Roddlesworth
well before the start, but soon
heard heavy breathing drowning the howling wind, hail and
snow which were beating down.

We waited
until about
200 front runners passed,
then some of
us just managed to keep
up with the
stragglers,
though Ian,
of course,
passed a
few. Now
the biggest
challenge
– Darwen
Tower!
I won’t
describe the pain, but soon we
were cringing behind the Tower,
trying to eat our butties before
they blew away. The vote was
to return, so after an enjoy-

able four
hours, back we went . Thanks
to John and Richard Toon, and
Claire and Iain McLellan for
good company and exercise.
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CLIMBING
INSTRUCION
AN OPTION

The British Mountaineering Council
have made some funding available
to clubs to pay for outdoor qualified
instructors to carry out training. As
our members are not instructors or
insured to instruct, it sometimes
poses problems with new members
if they don’t know the basic skills
4

required for an acceptable level of
safety, especially with climbing. As
we are committed to finding new
people we are offering up the chance
to attend some climbing lessons/
training. If you would be interested
in some climbing tuition contact Will
Wheale New Members Secretary.
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9th June Stronstrey Bank SD 619
186 L W The Bay Horse
16th June Robin Procters Scar SD
766 697 YL P Pub in Austwick
23rd June Standing Stones SE 037
053 MG W Clarence, Greenfield
30th June Trowbarrow SD 481 758
L P New Inn, Yewland Conyers
7th July Giggleswick South SD 800
658 YL P Pub in Giggleswick
14th July Helsby SJ 491 754 WG W
Nearest pub, Helsby
21st July Widdop SD 934 324 YG P
Pack Horse Summer hols
29th July Foredale Quarry SD 779
707 Mini guide

LeedsWall P Hotel in Helwith
Bridge or Stain forth Summer hols
4th Aug Egerton SD 719 143 L - The
Flag Summer hols
11th Aug Anglezarke /
Lester Mill SD 621 162 L - The Bay
Horse Summer hols
18th Aug Hugencroft SD 923 274
YG P Sportsman’s Inn Summer hols
25th Aug Round Barn SD 728 191
L - Crown and Thistle Summer hols
1st Sept Egerton SD 719 143 L - The
Flag Summer hols
8nd Sept Wilton 1 SD 699 134 L
15th Sept Troy SD 763 235 L P

MAGIC IN MAY
By Claire McLellan
After a warm up on the
Saturday involving myself,
Iain, Jason and Ian, from Blea
Tarn including a round over
Pike of Stickle and down to
the pub, a slightly larger team
set off for the actual ‘Long
Walk’ on the Sunday.
A team of eight; Clare, Lucy,
Linda, Ian, Josie, Bernard, Iain
and myself, set off from the
top of Wrynose and walked
and walked and …….! The
weather didn’t start off
particularly promising but
we persevered and made
in to Cockley Beck via Swirl
Howe and Grey Friars where

the support team (Mark and
Janette – thankyou!) were
waiting with bacon butties
and coffee. Wonderful. Up
Mosedale which was knee
deep in places and up to
Scafell Pike in the hail, just in
time for lunch. Unfortunately,
myself and Iain made a big
mistake with a bag of apricots
and were instructed to walk
at the back for the rest of the
day! Iain, Clare and myself
detoured up Great End and
caught the rest of the party
up on the way to Esk Pike.
Over Bow Fell we went and
down the ridge over Crinkle
Crags, Long Top and Cold

Pike. Battling against the
wind for most of the day, we
thought we deserved a pint
by this point and headed off
back to Wrynose and then
the pub for some well earned
refreshments. Some of the
fan club turned up in the pub
to share a drink and after
serious wine spillage and
much merriment (not over
the wine spillage!) we retired.
A great weekend. Thanks to
all who joined us and special
thanks to Mark and Janette,
our support team.

club features in bmc
AS seen in the BMC! By Richard Toon
Lancashire Mountaineering Club are planning a new
hut in Snowdonia - and they’re looking for help from
like-minded individuals and clubs to make the project
a reality. Lancashire Mountaineering Club has recently
acquired a piece of land in Snowdonia, about a mile
outside Beddgelert. There is a derelict building on
the site at the moment which the club has planning
permission to develop into a hut. The Club has raised
a significant proportion of the estimated costs but is
looking for ways to raise the full amount needed to
complete the project. We have recently introduced a
new category of club membership. Associate membership is aimed particularly at like-minded individuals
who are already members of the BMC but are not in
an affiliated club. Associate membership would last for

five years, at a total fee which would be substantially
less than our full membership over the same period.
Associate members would get access to our existing
huts in the Lakes and in Scotland, as well as to Beddgelert, once the project is completed. Associate members
would be able to take a guest. We’re also interested in
seeking the support of any existing established mountaineering club who might be interested in joining
with us in this project. There are several ways that we
envisage that a partnership could develop. For example, a club could “block book” one or more of our huts
for a set period of weeks for several years in advance.
Or there could be a joint membership arrangement.If
you would like more details about the LMC Associate
membership, please contact Richard Toon via r.toon@
talk21.com. For more see www.lancsmc.org
www.lancsmc.org 3 1 may 2 0 0 9 lmc
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Maurienne
Magic
Bernard Smith concedes a little
girl power as the LMC heads
out on a thrilling ski tour
THE annual Easter Ski Tour trip:
Dave Buchanan, Clare Stafford,
Claire McLellan, Josie & I drove
down to the Maurienne valley, where
we met up with Duncan & Kath
Scattergood. It was certainly set to
be special: this was the first time for
several members.
Having booked the Refuge Ambin
well in advance we were surprised
to find that, contrary to the website,
it was unmanned. On arrival in
Termignon and in view of a Category
4 avalanche danger we decided to
postpone our visit for a few days
and await Dave Sudell & Julie. We
booked into the Gite d’Etape “Les
Paras” in Termignon and skied the
pistes for a couple of days. The Fohn
wind was blowing off the plains of
Lombardy and had reduced the snow
pack to a soggy mess: not fun.
Three days later as we parked at
the road-head above Bramans we
were greeted by the elusive guardian
who was ferrying up supplies for
the Easter weekend. The avalanche
danger was now down to three so we
judged an early start safe. Parking at
1600m, above the chapel of Notre
6
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Dame, we had
about 670m to climb to the hut.
The guardian zoomed off on his
skidoo and we followed on skins.
The hare, however, was overtaken
by the tortoise as the skidoo had to
be abandoned part way and his huge
load carried on his back through
the avalanche debris. Four hours

saw us at the hut where friends of
the guardian were busy digging out
the solar panels! We joined in and
spent the afternoon digging out the
door, the window, the wood, supply,
the axe and eventually managing to
light the stove. All attempts at the
toilet were repulsed so an improvised
long drop was excavated, as our

Go girls. Clare, Julie,
Claire and Josie make
up the girl power!

intention was to spend four days
here. (and the girls outnumbered the
boys). Gradually we made the place
habitable and Gerald the guardian
descended to the valley, leaving us
to cater for ourselves.
The good weather forecast for the
next day turned out to be a myth.
This attempt on Mont Ambin ground
to a halt at 2600m. in a metre of wind
slab, and we scuttled back to the
shelter of the hut for more exercise
wood cutting and digging out. Gerald
duly arrived for his weekend with the
information that everyone else had
cancelled. This was fortunate as it
meant that Clare could have her own
bed! He cooked us a magnificent
meal and a convivial evening was
rounded off with his homemade pear
brandy. As we had to dig ourselves
out of the hut the following morning
it was decided that a return to the
valley was our only option. A call
to the Refuge de la Femma revealed
much better snow conditions, far
enough away from Italy to be
less affected by the Fohn. After a
civilised night at the Gite La Grange
in Termignon, and a good forecast,

Maps & Guidebooks:
IGN 1;25000 3634OT Val Cenis
IGN 1:25000 3633ET Tignes. Val d’Isere.
Vanoise Ski Touring. Paul Henderson. Cicerone Press
Ski Mountaineering. Peter Cliff
Accommodation: Gite d’Etape, Les Paras, Termignon 04 79 20 51 45
La Grange, Termignon 04 79 20 53 34.
Ambin Hut (valley no.) 06 72 64 36 94

Gorge below pont de
neige - negotiated by
Claire and Bernard first!

we decided to go for it.
The road to Le Suffet had been
ploughed to 1600m. so we ferried
people up and were underway by
9am. The snow was very heavy.
Dave Sudell’s new boots took a
terrible toll on his feet: mutiny
threatened. Lunch was taken at the
unguarded Refuge du Plan du Lac.
Gas and a pan enabled us to enjoy
a brew whilst Dave nursed his feet.
Pressing on we dropped into the
Vallon De Rocheure which seemed
unending as we followed it upstream
to the Refuge de la Femma. It took
8.5h hard going and we were ready
for a beer when we arrived. The
refuge was very comfortable with
hot showers. The food was excellent
so we settled in for 2 nights. The
meteo was proven correct as we
awoke to a cold clear day. We were
soon underway towards the Pointe de
Mean Martin. Being fairly slow after
the exertions of the previous day we
settled for an ascent of the Pointe des
Rognons 3211m. as the snow was
beginning to soften. The run down
to the hut was magnificent although
there was some disappointment in

By Clare Cook
The kit list seemed straightforward
enough. Ski boots, check. Trail mix,
missing the main summit.
Another glorious day saw us cross check. Skiis, check. But then there were
the Col du Pisset 2958m. for a great these new words, like Harscheisen or
something. What’s that all about? One
run down to the Refuge Fond des
thing is for sure, there’s always a certain
Fours, where we were told that
the weather was due to break. So
sense of anticipation doing something
we escaped while we could. The
for the first time. And for Julie and myguardienne didn’t rise till 7.00am
self, this was our first time: ski touring
so we catered for our own breakfast virgins. We really did not know what we
and were soon skinning up to the
were in for. Yes, I could ski (sort of ) and
Col du Fours 2976m. a climb of
yes, I could moutaineer - but could I do
440m. It was windy on the col and
them both at the same time? Ski tourominous clouds were building from ing turned out to be so much of what I
the south. However we enjoyed good imagined: untouched powder, hypnotic
snow down to the Pont de Neige at
climbs and the odd blister. The sense of
2528m. After several freezing nights
adventure is almost unparalleled and
we judged the gorge to be safe from
the ingenuity of catered - and not so
avalanche. After a narrow entrance
catered - huts was magical. It was also
on the right bank we crossed to the
filled with surprises: the biggest eagle I
left to give a splendid run down to
Bonneval sur Arc. Along the way we have ever seen in my life, more laughs
than I can remember and a short spell
were treated to an eagle eyeing us
in Big Brother a la montagne. One thing
up for lunch and a herd of chamois
is certain. I’d trained like a mad woman
galloped across our path. Crossing
and it certainly paid off. Lugging Simnel
back at a bridge we used the road
cake up an eight hour climb- with a
to ski to within 10 minutes of the
Tupperware - is no easy ask. But it
village. As Dave & I hitched down
seems, like so many LMC trips, a bit
the valley for the car it started to
more drink training could have come in
rain.
handy. My first whisky at altitude after
We’d timed it right for once.
Lent: embarrassing!
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Snow
ambition
ByADave
PROLONGED
Suddell
cold spell followed by a good
dump of snow seemed to have set Scotland up for
perfect ski touring, the rumours were of perfect
conditions with snow down to the roadside in the
Cairngorms.
And all this the week before February half term
when we would be able to go and Munro on skis!
By Friday the forecast was for the dreaded warm
front coming in, not to be put off we departed for
Ballater. In Breamar it was obviously warming up
and the grass was showing, the next morning the
grass has arrived in Ballater ...... doh!
Playing safe we headed for Glenshee where
true to form, hundreds of folks were skiing.
We skinned up the sides of the runs to gain the
summits of Meall Odhar and Glas Maol enjoying
lovely off piste descents on good packed snow in
bright sunshine.
Two good hills to tick, if not ‘far from the maddening crowd’.
Next day the thaw had worsened so we visited
the west side of Glenshee. First ascending The
Cairnwell and then Carn Aosda, another lovely
day and two more ticks but insufficient snow
to venture onto the Munro’s to the west. Whilst
lunching on Aosda we noticed that there seemed
to be good snow over towards Carn an Tuirc.
So next day............ we parkedthe car on the
Glenshee road and walked to a snowfield on the
NE side of Cairn Turic. Perfect skinning up past
the site of theold ski tow. Arctic hare’s running
around everywhere, a couple of skiers and a party
of walkers passing us on their decent. Rather
windy but otherwise perfect all the way to just
short of the summit where the snow had been
blown clear. Lovelyviews but very windy and
what looked like a super snow bowl in the corrie
below Cairn of Claise. Down to the coll on perfect
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snow and then skinned up to the summit of Cairn
of Claise, wow was it winnnnndy! No chance of
skiing from the summit, we descended on foot for
fifty metres or so and then donned the skis for the
decent of the corie.
The top section was every bit as perfect as it
had looked, quite steep but nice and wide, allowing sweeping turns, lower down things were
warmer and we ploughed through crud eventually managing to make it most of the way back
to our starting point via the Alt a’ Garbh Chorie
before having to carry back to the car. Certainly
my best ever day on skis in Scotland and two more
ticks! A twenty year dream fulfilled.
Thanks to Breamar Mountain Sports for ski hire
and their excellent friendly service, to the recently
refurbished Moorside Hotel in Breamar for very
good crelebration food and drink and last but
certainly not least, to Julie for managing to ski so
competently.
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